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CEREBROVASCULAR SEGMENTATION
FROM MRA IMAGES

orientations. A Markov object process based on a uniform
Poisson process is used to extract the centerlines of the
vessels . In order to optimize the process , simulated anneal
ing is done using a reversible Markov chain Monto Carlo

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of medical
diagnostics, and more particularly to a method and system
for processing cerebrovascular medical images .

s technique.
Minimal path centerline -based approaches formulate the

extraction of the centerline using 2 points as the minimum
cost integrated across the path of the centerline. The cen

terlines of blood vessels were extracted by G “ uls “ un and
10 Tek by computing the graph edge cost in the direction of the
minimal path using medialness multiscale filtering. The
In medicine , there are some diseases that have compli centerline of the full vessel tree was then extracted using a
cated nature and should be analysed deeply in order to post processing algorithm based on the centerlines scale and
provide the patient with the right treatment. Among these length. Furthermore , another prior art proposed a framework
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

diseases
that can lead to death , or disability are the cere- 15 for extracting the tubular structures automatically from 2D
brovascular diseases . These types of diseases commonly images using the shortest paths. They merged orientation
occur due to the dysfunction of the blood vessels supplying
eases including aneurysms, strokes, arteriovenous malfor
mation , and carotid stenosis. Haemorrhage, a cerebrovascu- 20

the brain . There are different kinds of cerebrovascular dis

and multiscale optimization for the 4D paths to be propa
gated on the 2D images , where 4D refers to the combination
of scale , space and orientation . Minimal path approaches
could result in shortcut problems by tracking a false straight

lar disease , is considered a cause for strokes for almost 20 % path instead of the true curve . This problem was handled by
of the cases . Furthermore, cerebrovascular diseases are traditional methods, which segmented the coronary arteries
considered the third leading cause of death and disability . using a minimum average - cost path .
For neurosurgeons, analysing the brain scans manually takes
For deformable models based segmentation techniques or
a long time and a lot of effort especially when tracking a 25 active contour models ( ACM ), they mainly tend to find an
small vessel in the orthogonal view in order to be able to get estimate of the blood vessels boundary surface . The surface
a better picture of the vascular anatomy. With the aid of energy is optimized by the evolution of an initial boundary
bio - engineers and computer engineers, several computer ( snake ). This is dependent on the smoothness of the surface ,
aided diagnostic ( CAD ) systems have been developed to in addition to the image gradients. Traditional systems
analyse cerebrovascular structures , taking into consideration 30 developed a maximum intensity projection ( MIP ) active
that any CAD system needs accurate segmentation of the contour based approach for cerebrovascular segmentation .
cerebrovasculature from the surroundings, and this is the Their method projects the brain into 2D space where an
integrated ACM is applied, and the output is then converted
main motivation behind developing our approach .
Several modalities have been used for non - invasive vas
back into 3D . Although the results of this method were very

cular imaging e.g. , computed tomography angiography 35 promising, it is complicated as it requires a lot of projec
(CTA ) and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA ). The tions . To segment complex objects and obtain the energy
three commonly used MRA techniques are Time -of -Flight function , it is preferable to consider both the region infor
MRA ( TOF -MRA ), phase contrast angiography (PCA) , and mation and boundary information . A hybrid level- set (HLS )
contrast enhanced MRA (CE -MRA ). Both TOF -MRA and has been previously proposed by prior art for brain segmen
PCA use flowing blood as an inherent contrast medium , 40 tation . A threshold value was set which represented the
while for CE -MRA a contrasting substance is injected into lower gray boundary so the algorithm will only extract the
the circulatory system . PCA exploits phase changes of image parts with a gray level that is higher than the defined
transverse magnetization when flowing spins move through threshold . However, the used threshold value was constant
a magnetic field gradient. This provides good background which cannot fit different intensity distributions. Hong et al .
signal suppression and can quantify flow velocity vectors for 45 proposed a localized hybrid level -set ( LLS ) that calculates
each voxel . TOF -MRA relying on amplitude differences in the dynamic threshold locally for the targeted object in the
longitudinal magnetization between flowing static spins is image . Their method was found to segment small vessels
less quantitative, however it is fast and provides high more effectively but loses the information in the thick parts.
contrast images . The fact that it is widely used in clinical Thus, the HLS was more effective in segmenting thick
practice is another motivation behind our work . An over- 50 vessels but not in tiny vessels , whereas the LLS was more
view of the most recent approaches for vascular segmenta
effective in extracting tiny vessels .
tion will be given below , focusing on cerebrovascular
When comparing deformable models to scale space fil
approaches using MRA , which are mainly categorized in tering, deformable models give better results , however they
literature into scalespace filtering, centerline -based, deform
might require some human interaction represented in the
able , statistical , and hybrid models .
55 initialization. Also , it is worth mentioning that deformable
Multiscale filters improve the curvilinear structures in 3D models and scale space filtering are slower than statistical
medical imaging by using multiple scales to convolve an methods.
image with Gaussian filters. Moreover, analyzing the eigen
Statistical approaches for extracting blood vessels are
values of the Hessian for each voxel determines the 3D automatic, however the accuracy depends on the probability
structures local shapes . The output of the multiscale filtering 60 models being involved . The MRA scans can be considered
represents a new enhanced image in a manner that makes multimodal as the intensities of each region are accompa
curvilinear structures look brighter while other components nied with a specific dominant mode of the intensity total

look darker. A multiscale -based approach was proposed in a marginal probability distribution . For adaptive statistical
prior art in which Markov marked point processes are used vascular segmentation approaches, they were introduced by
for extracting coronary arteries in 2D X - ray angiograms. 65 prior art for TOF - MRA for PC -MRA . In the marginal data
The Coronary vessels are locally modelled as piece - wise distribution was represented with a mixture of 2 Gaussians
linear segments of variable widths, lengths, locations, and in addition to a uniform component, corresponding respec
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tively to brain tissues , cerebrospinal fluid , and arteries, while current appearance model comprises a 3D Markov -Gibbs
Rician distributions were used in instead of Gaussians. Both Random Field ( MGRF ) having a 2D rotational and transla
approaches made use of a conventional expectation maxi tional symmetry such that the MGRF model is 2D rotation
mization (EM) algorithm in order to estimate the parameters and translation invariant, segmenting the MRA image using
of the mixture. Such EM algorithm was modified in by using 5 a current appearance model for generating current appear
the marginal grey level distribution instead of the actual grey ance features distinguishing the blood vessels from the other
levels . This modification has been commonly known for brain tissues , adjusting the MRA image using the first and
density estimation .
second prior appearance features and the current appearance
Various hybrid techniques worked on combining the futures and generating an enhanced MRA image based on
previously mentioned techniques . As an example , prior art 10 said adjustment.
combined shape information and signal statistics to derive a
In an embodiment of the invention , the prior appearance
region -based deformable contour to segment tubes . Further model
interaction parameters analytically estimated
more , geometry of surfaces and second order statistics were from a uses
set of MRA training data .
used by prior art to guide a deformable model surface for the
embodiment of the invention, the first prior appear
purpose of vascular segmentation in PC -MRA and TOF- 15 anceIn anfeatures
a first - order prior appearance
MRA . Traditional systems proposed a method based on a model and the representing
second
appearance
representing a
Rayleigh -Gaussian mixture model. In their method , when second - order prior appearance modelfeatures
are respectively pro
analyzing the histogram , many nonvascular voxels are vided
by energies of the training data according to the
removed , therefore, this problem can be avoided by dividing
the voxels based on their region where vascular voxels are 20 following equations:
in regions with high intensity and non - vascular voxels are
found in the low intensity regions. Prior art proposed a
0-1
segmentation method that was based on Markov random
Eo (z) = q=0 Fo,vasc(q; z ) [Fo,vasc( 9; 2) – ' ]
field ( MRF ) and particle swarm optimization ( PSO ) algo
rithms. In addition , a new finite mixture mode with two 25

Gaussian and one Rayleigh distributions used for the inten

FS

2

;

sity histogram of brain tissues in medical image . Traditional
E , ( z) = q=0 q' =0 Fv,vasc(9;d' ; 7 )[Fv,vase (q; q' ; z) – 1]
methods presented a cerebrovascular segmentation frame
work from TOF -MRA that combines statistical, deformable
and scale -space techniques. In these methods, they calcu- 30 wherein ,
lated the vesselness and then used fuzzy logic to combine it E , and Ex : variances of the co -occurrence distributions are
with the TOF -MRA data .
as a discriminatory features that represent the first order
This was then used to initialize a level- set technique. This used
and
second
work was extended by prior art by modifying the vesselness culature - order prior appearance model of cerebral vas
function to include multiscaling in order to handle different 35
vascular sizes . Moreover, a traditional system proposed a Fo, vasc: marginal empirical distributions of gray levels
: gray level co -occurrences and describe all the cere
framework for segmenting cerebral vessels from MRA using Fyvasc
bral vasculature from the training data.
gradient information and statistics.
In an embodiment of the invention, the prior appearance
In summary, traditional methods demonstrate the follow
40 model excludes alignment of the training data . This being
ing limitations :
Most of them are semiautomatic which require user said , the model does not require any alignment stage .
embodiment of the invention , the current appear
interaction to initialize a vessel of interest, in particular, anceIn an
model comprises a Linear combination of Discrete
the deformable based segmentation approaches .
Some of them developed their approaches based on an Gaussians ( LCDG) model and an EM - based model for linear

assumption the vessels follow tubular shape; this holds 45 combination
of Gaussian approximation.
In an embodiment of the invention , the generating current
for healthy people but not for patients with stenosis or
an aneurysm .

Most of them are developed based on using pretrained
models and did not take into account any features from

appearance features comprises estimating first Gibbs prob
ability densities of voxels to be blood vessels (P (q Vessels ))

and estimating second Gibbs probability densities of voxels
the given data to make their approach adaptable and not 50 toaccording
be braintotissues
other than
blood respectively
vessels (P (and
q Brain
the following
equations
mak))
biased to the training data .
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, in order to overcome at least a part of the 55
a method of processing a cerebrovascular medical image .
It is an object of the present invention to develop a method

shortcomings of the prior art, there exists a need to develop

ing probabilistic decisions based on said first and second
calculated Gibbs probability densities :
P (q | Brain)

wp , ry (q |0p ,r) - wn, 14 ( 9 | 0,1 )

of processing a cerebrovascular medical image , the method
P (qVessels) =
wp, ry (9 | 0p, r ) - Wn1V ( 9 | 0nd )
comprising receiving a magnetic resonance angiography 60
(MRA ) image associated with a cerebrovascular tissue com
wp , 1 + wp 2
prising blood vessels and brain tissues other than blood
Where a =
? »per
,
vessels , segmenting the MRA image using a prior appear
ance model for generating first prior appearance features
representing a first - order prior appearance model and second 65
appearance features representing a second - order prior wherein Cp, Cn , wp > Wng Op, On denotes the parameters of the
LCDG .
appearance model of the cerebrovascular tissue , wherein the
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In an embodiment of the invention, the method of pro

In an embodiment of the invention , the current appear

cessing a cerebrovascular medical image further comprises ance model comprises a Linear combination of Discrete
applying bias correction and skull stripping to the MRA Gaussians ( LCDG) model and an EM - based model for linear
combination of Gaussian approximation .
image prior to the segmentations.
In an embodiment of the invention , the adjusting of the 5 In an embodiment of the invention , generating current
MRA image comprises analysing the MRA image using a appearance features comprises estimating first Gibbs prob
3D connectivity analysis based on the first and second prior ability densities of voxels to be blood vessels ( ( P (q Ves

sels ) ) ) and estimating second Gibbs probability densities of
appearance features and the current appearance futures.
voxels
be brain tissues other than blood vessels ( (P (q
In an embodiment of the invention, the adjusting the Brain )))toaccording
to the following equations respectively
MRA image is conducted using a Random Forest model . 10 and
making
probabilistic
decisions based on said first and
In an embodiment of the invention, the blood vessels second calculated Gibbs probability
densities.
comprise small and large blood vessels .
In an embodiment of the invention , the MRA image of a
cerebrovascular tissue is related to a mammalian .
In an embodiment of the invention , the mammalian is a

15

P ( q | Brain )

human .

It is also an object of the present invention to provide a

system for processing a cerebrovascular medical image , the
system comprising a data input interface for receiving a
magnetic resonance angiography (MRA ) image associated

P (qVessels ) =

?

wp, ry ( q | 0p , r ) -

Wn,1V ( 9 | 00,0)

r= 1

1
-O

wp, ry (q | 0p, r) –

Wn1u (q | 0n,t)

20

wp , 1+ wp, 2
Where a =
with a cerebrovascular tissue comprising blood vessels and
? Wp
», ,r
brain tissues other than blood vessels , at least one processor
for processing the received MRA image , the MRA image
processing comprising segmenting the MRA image using a
and wherein Cp, Cn , wp > Wn , Op, On denotes the parameters of
prior appearance model for generating first prior appearance 25 the
LCDG .
features representing a first - order prior appearance model
In
an embodiment of the invention , the MRA image
and second appearance features representing a second -order
prior appearance model of the cerebrovascular tissue , processing further comprising applying bias correction and
wherein the current appearance model comprises a 3D 30 skull stripping to the MRA image prior to the segmentations.
In an embodiment of the invention, t the adjusting of the
Markov -Gibbs Random Field (MGRF ) having a 2D rota
image comprises analysing the MRA image using a
tional and translational symmetry such that the MGRF MRA
3D connectivity analysis based on the first and second prior
model is 2D rotation and translation invariant; segmenting appearance
features and the current appearance futures.
the MRA image using a current appearance model for
In an embodiment of the invention , the adjusting the
generating current appearance features distinguishing the
blood vessels from the other brain tissues ; adjusting the 35 MRA image is conducted using a Random Forest model.
In an embodiment of the invention, the system for pro
MRA image using the first and second prior appearance
a cerebrovascular medical image further comprises
features and the current appearance futures; and generating acessing
display for displaying the enhanced MRA image to a user .
an enhanced MRA image based on said adjustment.
In an embodiment of the invention , the system further
In anusesembodiment
of theparameters
invention,analytically
thepriorappearance
a scanner
for input
capturing
the.MRA image and
model
interaction
estimated 40 comprises
transmitting
it
to
the
data
interface
from a set of MRA training data .
In an embodiment of the invention , t the first prior
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
appearance features representing a first - order prior appear
ance model and the second appearance features representing 45 The invention will now be described with reference to the

a second - order prior appearance model are respectively
provided by energies of the training data according to the
following equations:
0-1

accompanying drawings, which illustrate a preferred
embodiment of the present invention without restricting the
scope of the invention's concept, and in which :
FIG . 1. illustrates the proposed segmentation system ;

50

Eo ( 2) = Fosase(9;2)[Foxas (g;2) -q= 0

HD ;

0-1 0-1

E , ( z) = q=0 d' =0 Fr,vasc ( q ; q' ; 2)[Fv,wasc(Q;q' ; 2) – 1]
wherein ,

FIG . 2. 2D and 3D illustration of the proposed rotational
and translational invariance neighbourhood system ;
FIG . 3. Illustration of the evaluation metrics ( DS ) and

55

FIG . 4. Illustrates evaluation metrics (DS ) and HD (Aver
Vessel Volume Difference (AVVD ) ); and
FIG . 5A . 5B . Illustration of the T1 -weighted MRI axial
views for (a ) adult and ( b ) infant brains.
age

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
E , and E ,: variances of the co - occurrence distributions and
will be used as a discriminatory features that represent the 60
first order and second -order prior appearance model of
In accordance with the present invention , a method to
extract both micro and macro brain blood vessels from MRA
cerebral vasculature
Fo,vasc: marginal empirical distributions of gray levels
images is proposed. Segmentation of the cerebrovascular
Fyvasc: gray level co -occurrences and describe now all the structure is crucial since it helps in the diagnoses process ,
65 surgery planning, research , and monitoring . Moreover, the
cerebral vasculature from the training set.
In an embodiment of the invention, the prior appearance benefits of the segmentation of the cerebrovascular structure
model excludes alignment of the training data .
lay in its ability to improve the simulation of the blood flow

US 10,768,259 B2
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and the visualization of the vessels in which each developed
method solves a problem faced previously or triggers a
specific region of the brain . This present invention proposes

(MAP) estimates and voxel - wise stochastic relaxation (itera
tive conditional mode (ICM ) of voxel values at each location
seR are as follows:

a statistical approach , as demonstrated in FIG . 1 , that utilizes

a voxel - wise classification based on determining probability

5

models of voxel intensities, in order to separate blood

q(s) = argming( s ) – qjø + pa

vessels from the background of each TOFMRA slice . This is
done by approximating the marginal empirical distribution

of intensity probabilities with LCDG with alternate signs
and utilizing EM -based techniques for linear combination of
Gaussian approximation that are adapted for dealing with
LCDGs .
The present invention proposes a fully automated method
the steps of bias correction and skull stripping, enhancement
of vascular contrast and homogeneity, modelling vascular
prior appearance using a pairwise, rotation and translation
invariant, Markov -Gibbs random field (MGRF ) , the inter
action parameters of which have been analytically estimated

reni

m (r )g( s + r )-q |*
+ p°

10

15

ren2

(1)

12( r ) g ( s + r) – 91 %

The neighborhood n , is located at a unit distance from the
central voxel . Similarly, n, is the neighborhood located at a
double unit distance from the central voxel . nu andn2 are the
corresponding GGMRF potentials, and p and 2. are scaling
factors . The parameter ß [ 1.01 , 2.0 ] controls the level of
smoothing ( e.g. , B =2 for smooth vs. B = 1.01 for relatively

from a set of MRA training data , modelling the current 20 abrupt edges). The parameter a 1 , 2 determines the Gauss

appearance using our prior model and a Linear combination
of Discrete Gaussians (LCDG) approach, initial classifica
tion of vascular tissue using Random Forest, final extraction
of the brain vascular system based on 3D connectivity
analysis.
25

ian , a=2 , or Laplace , a= 1 , prior distribution of the estimator.
To enhance the contrast of MRA images , we are proposing

inhomogeneities that may exist in MRA images . This is due
to its encoding local spatial information using the MGRF
model to identify vascular tissue irrespective of large -scale
variation in absolute signal intensities. Details of the pro

defined by its probability mass function .

The proposed framework performs well in the presence of

Let ( x, y , z) denote Cartesian coordinates of points in a

35

(DG) distribution on Q with parameter vector 6 = ( u, o? ) is
-0.5 - u 9 = 0
?

(2)

V ( 9 | 0) = { 01-9-4? +0.5) ( -9-4-0.5) , 0 < q < Q - 1
1-0( Q - 4 – 1.5 ) q = Q - 1

where Q is the standard normal distribution function . An

dance
with an embodiment of the present invention ,illumi- 40
nation non - uniformity of infant brain MRIs , which is known

as bias field , limits the accuracy of the existing brain
extraction approaches. Therefore, to accurately extract the
brain it is important to account for the low frequency
intensity non -uniformity or inhomogeneity .

blood vessels and other brain tissues . The discrete Gaussian

30

posed approach are outlined in the following sections .

finite arithmetic lattice R = { (x , y , z ): x =0 , ... , X - 1 ;
y =0 , ... , Y - 1, z = 0 , ... , Z - 1 }.
Q= { 0,
Q - 1 } denotes a set of gray levels.
g : R is a 3D grayscale image .
Bias Correction and Skull Stripping:
Considering bias correction and skull stripping in accor

use our
unsupervised first -order appearance
model to estimate the marginal grey level distributions of

LCDG model with K of dominant modes is given by a sum
of C , positively weighted and C, negatively weighted dis
crete Gaussian components with CpzK :
(3 )

45

P(q)

Wp,rv (q | 0p,r) -

Wn1u (q | 0nt)

Homogeneity Enhancement:
The present invention deals with bias correction and skull
stripping
. Illumination non -uniformity of infant brain MRIS,
which is known as bias field , limits the accuracy of the where the weights are constrained to be nonnegative and
existing brain extraction approaches. Therefore, to accu- 50 satisfy
rately extract the brain it is important to account for the low
frequency intensity non - uniformity or inhomogeneity.
(4 )
To enhance the vascular homogeneity, the present inven
Wn , 1 = 1
tion developed a new 3D generalized Gauss -Markov random
x= 1

field (GGMRF ) model with 2D rotational and translational 55
invariance that will be applied after the bias correction and
skull striping step . The main idea of the model is to reduce
case of TOF -MRA images , K=3 , corresponding to
the signals inconsistencies of the MRA data by estimating greyIn the
matter, white matter, and blood vessels . Given the
the new grey level that minimize the Gibbs energy between observed
voxel intensities within the brain in one slice of an
the voxel of interest and its neighbor. To ensure the proposed 60
MRA
volume
, the parameters of the LCDG ( Cp, Cn . Wp, W n
GGMRF is invariant under rotations and translations, they

selected the neighborhood system to be central-symmetric
around the voxel of interest (e.g. , spherical -neighborhood
system) as demonstrated in FIG . 2. To GGMRF model, let

the
gray level values of volume g be considered as samples 65
from a 3D GGMRF model with spherically symmetric
neighborhood system (n? ; n2 ) . The maximum a posteriori

Op, On ) were estimated using the modified expectation

maximization

algorithm

in

[ ?] .

Assuming

the

positively weighted DG components are ordered such that
Hp, 15 |lp,25 ... s?p,Cp,the marginal distribution of grey levels
within brain tissue ( grey/white matter) and within blood
vessels were calculated as :
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IMwp , ry ( q | @p , r) - Wnevg|On,i)
P ( q | Brain ) = - »
(= 1

pairs (s , s' ) where s R, s ' = s + r, and r n . Let Fyr ( q, q '; z) be

(5)

a

P (qVessels)

=

??wp, rü(q | 0p, r) - Ë wng| 0,1)
=3

Where a =

5

X= 1

wp, 1 + wp , 2

?Wp,r

a joint empirical probability distribution of gray level co
occurrences in the training nodules from the image gr .Also
define Fo , ( q , q '; z ) = F .. ( q ; z ) the empirical distribution of
gray levels .
The MGRF model of the t - th object is specified by the
joint Gibbs probability distribution on the sublattice
R = {SER /g,(s ) is vasculature ).

10

Given these preliminaries, we employed the following algo
rithm to improve the homogeneity and contrast of MRA
images as follows:
15
1 ) Choose 8 >0
2 ) For each MRA volume g : R->
a ) For each slice gig
i ) Estimate parameters of the LCDG model using
modified EM algorithm .
ii ) Calculate the empirical marginal distri -butions of 20
brain tissue P ; ( q Brain ) and blood vessels Pi ( q
Vessel) using equation 5

1

V.( 9,1' :: F . ( . 0'; )

|R

Z

( 6)

Z -1

N

P ,( q , qu)

Z=1

v= 0

where Py , is the average cardinality of the neighborhood n ,

with respect to the sublattice Rt . We make the simplifying
assumption that different vascular trees have approximately
the same total volume, R=Rvasc , and the same neigh
borhood sizes , Pwt = Py . For independent samples, the joint
probability distribution of gray values for all the training
cerebral vasculature is as follows:

?R

b ) Initialize contrast- enhanced image E : R
c ) For each sER
i ) Solve equation 1 for q ( s ) using gradient descent
ii ) PvP/([ q (s) +0.5 ]| Vessel ), where [ •] denotes the
greatest integer function .
iii ) P. - P . [ ( q ( s ) +0.5 ] Brain )
iv ) If P2P

Ps

=

exp TRvasc

(7 )

Vv,vasc(q, q' ; z )Fv,vasc ( q , q' ; z )

v=0

30

Where the marginal empirical distributions of gray levels
F.
fo,vase and gray level co - occurrences F , describe now all
the cerebral vasculature from the training set . Using the
analytical approach similar to that in previous work , the
potentials are approximated with the scaled centered empiri
cal probabilities:
V , vasc

E (s ) < ° ( s ) + d
Else

Žlou

25

35

E ( s ) < ° ( s ) -d

(
)
8
Vo , vasc ( q ; z ) = Fo, vasc ( q ; 7 ) – 1/2
Note that d is a “ small ” value controlling the degree of
1
contrast enhancement; in all our experiments we used 8 = 1 .
Vv,vasc ( q , q '; z) = Fv,vasc(q, q' ; z)
Rotation and Translation Invariant MGRF - Based Prior 40
Cerebral Vasculature Appearance Model:
To develop the proposed learnable MGRF model in away
computing MGRF energies E , and E , of the spherically
that it does not require any alignment stage in order to use For
symmetric
pairwise voxel interactions in the training data ,
it to extract cerebral vasculature . The appearance of cerebral note that the
energies are equal to the variances of the
vasculature is modeled 3D MGRF, having 2D rotational and 45 co -occurrence distributions
:
translational symmetry , with neighborhood system N. As
illustrated in Fig . ? , N is specified by a set of characteristic

voxel neighborhoods of the origin , { n,: v= 1 , 2 , ... , N } and

their corresponding Gibbs potentials Vy . A characteristic

0-1

Eo ( 2) = Fo,vaselq ,z)[Fo,vase(9;2) – 1]

(9 )

neighborhood n, is spherically symmetric if and only if it 50
comprises all voxels whose distance from the origin falls
Q - 1 0-1
( 10 )
within a half-open interval, n , = { r: dmin =||1|| <dmax,v }.
E
,
(
z
)
=
Fo
,
vasc
(
q
,
z
)
[
F
,
vasc
(
9
;
2
)
–
1
]
Since the MRA appearance of the cerebral vasculature
q=0 q' =0
changes from large vessels (bright) to microvessels (less
bright), we have to take this effect into account in order to 55
accurately segment cerebral vasculature. To accomplish this The calculated Energies from Eqs ( 9 and 10 ) will be used as
we developed the 3D interaction system to be a function in a discriminatory features that represent the first - order and
the z ( inferior - superior ) direction . That is , for each axial second - order prior appearance model of cerebral vascula
slice of the MRA volume there is a corresponding set of ture .
v= 0

Gibbs interaction potentials V , ( q , qº; z ) , as well as a gray 60 LCDG - Based Current Appearance Model :
level potential V. (q , q '; z)= V (q; z) . Note that V, represents
The visual appearance of cerebral vasculature in each

the estimated potential for the first order prior appearance of current data set g to be segmented typically differ from the
the cerebral vasculature and V , is the pairwise, or second appearance of the training cerebral vasculature due to non
order, prior appearance of the cerebral vasculature .
linear intensity variations from different data acquisition
To identify / learn the proposed MGRF model , we have to 65 systems and changes in patient tissue characteristics, scan
estimate the potentials V , and V.. Thus, consider a training ner type, and scanning parameters. This is why, in addition
set of MRA volumes g=81 gy and the families of voxel to the appearance prior learned from the normalized training
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done. Therefore, segmentation of the cerebrovascular struc
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
vascular medical image , wherein said current appearance
planning, research , and monitoring. Moreover, the benefits model comprises a Linear combination of Discrete Gauss
of the segmentation of the cerebrovascular structure lay in ians ( LCDG) model and an EM - based model for linear
its ability to improve the simulation of the blood flow and 5 combination of Gaussian approximation.
the visualization of the vessels in which each developed
In another embodiment, the method of processing a
method solves a problem faced previously or triggers a cerebrovascular medical image , wherein said generating
specific region of the brain . This invention proposes a current appearance features comprises estimating first Gibbs
statistical approach that utilizes a voxel -wise classification 10 probability densities of voxels to be blood vessels (P (q
based on determining probability models of voxel intensi Vessels )) and estimating second Gibbs probability densities
ties , in order to separate blood vessels from the background of voxels to be brain tissues other than blood vessels (P (q
of each TOFMRA slice . This is done by approximating the Brain )) according to the following equations respectively
marginal empirical distribution of intensity probabilities and making probabilistic decisions based on said first and
ture is crucial since it helps in the diagnoses process, surgery

with LCDG .

It is an object of the present invention to develop amethod

of processing a cerebrovascular medical image , the method
comprising receiving a magnetic resonance angiography
(MRA ) image associated with a cerebrovascular tissue com
prising blood vessels and brain tissues other than blood
vessels , segmenting the MRA image using a prior appear
ance model for generating first prior appearance features
representing a first - order prior appearance model and second
appearance features representing a second -order prior
appearance model of the cerebrovascular tissue , wherein the

15

second calculated Gibbs probability densities :
2

P ( q | Brain )

a

=1

wp , ry ( 9 | 0p , r) - wmv(9 |0,1)

20

P ( qVessels ) =
Where a =

wp, ry ( q | 0p, r) –

Wn, V (9 | 0n,1)

wp , 1 + wp , 2

?wp,r
current appearance model comprises a 3D Markov -Gibbs
Random Field ( MGRF ) having a 2D rotational and transla
tional symmetry such that the MGRF model is 2D rotation wherein Co , Cna w W , 00, en denotes the parameters of the
and translation invariant, segmenting the MRA image using LCDG .
a current appearance model for generating current appear
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
ance features distinguishing the blood vessels from the other 30 vascular
image , further comprising applying bias
brain tissues , adjusting the MRA image using the first and correctionmedical
and. skull stripping to the MRA image prior to the
second prior appearance features and the current appearance segmentations
futures and generating an enhanced MRA image based on
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
said adjustment.
35
vascular
medical image , wherein the adjusting of the MRA
It is also an object of the present invention to provide a
comprises analysing the MRA image using a 3D
method of processing a cerebrovascular medical image , image
analysis based on the first and second prior
wherein said prior appearance model uses interaction param connectivity
features and the current appearance futures .
eters analytically estimated from a set of MRA training data . appearance
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
medical , wherein the adjusting the MRA image is
vascular medical image, wherein the first prior appearance 40 vascular
conducted
using a Random Forest model .
features representing a first-order prior appearance model
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
and the second appearance features representing a second vascular
image , wherein the blood vessels comprise
order prior appearance model are respectively provided by small andmedical
large blood vessels .
energies of the training data according to the following 45 In an embodiment
, the method of processing a cerebro
equations:
vascular medical , wherein said MRA image of a cerebro
vascular tissue is related to a mammalian .
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
vascular medical image , wherein said mammalian is a
50 human .
It is also an object of the present invention to provide a
Q - 12-1
system
for processing a cerebrovascular medical image , the
E , ( z) = Fr,vaselq ,d' ; 2 )[Fvvasc ( q, d' ; 2) – 1]
25

7

Eo(2) = Fonese(9, 2)3|Fosoc(g;2) – 1]
q = 0 d' = 0

system comprising a data input interface for receiving a
magnetic resonance angiography (MRA ) image associated

55 with a cerebrovascular tissue comprising blood vessels and
brain tissues other than blood vessels , at least one processor
E , and E ,: variances of the co -occurrence distributions and for processing the received MRA image , the MRA image
will be used as a discriminatory features that represent the processing comprising segmenting the MRA image using a
first order and second - order prior appearance model of prior appearance model for generating first prior appearance
wherein ,

cerebral vasculature

Fo,vasc: marginal empirical distributions of gray levels

60 features representing a first-order prior appearance model
and second appearance features representing a second -order

Fyvasc: gray level co - occurrences and describe now all the prior appearance model of the cerebrovascular tissue ,
cerebral vasculature from the training set.
wherein the current appearance model comprises a 3D
In an embodiment, the method of processing a cerebro
Markov -Gibbs Random Field ( MGRF ) having a 2D rota
vascular medical image , wherein said prior appearance 65 tional and translational symmetry such that the MGRF
model excludes alignment of the training data . This being model is 2D rotation and translation invariant; segmenting
said , the model does not require an alignment stage .
the MRA image using a current appearance model for
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generating current appearance features distinguishing the

-continued

blood vessels from the other brain tissues ; adjusting the

0-1 0-1

MRA image using the first and second prior appearance

features and the current appearance futures; and generating 5
an enhanced MRA image based on said adjustment.
In an embodiment, the system for processing a cerebro
vascular medical image , wherein the adjusting the MRA
image is conducted using a Random Forest model.
In an embodiment, the system for processing a cerebro
vascular medical image , further comprising a display for 10
displaying the enhanced MRA image to a user.
In another embodiment, the system comprises a scanner

E , ( z) = q=0 q'=0 Fv, vasc ( q , q' ; x )[Fv,vase (q, d' ; 2) – 1]
wherein :

E .: variance of a co - occurrence distribution representing
the first order prior appearance model;
E ,: variance of a co - occurrence distribution representing
the second order prior appearance model ;
Fovasc: marginal empirical distributions of gray levels;
to capture an MRA image and send it to the data input
Fy.vase : gray level co -occurrences .
interface.
4. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
Many changes , modifications, variations and other uses 15 image according to claim 3 , wherein said prior appearance
and applications of the subject invention will become appar model excludes alignment of the training data .
ent to those skilled in the art after considering this specifi
5. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
cation and the accompanying drawings, which disclose the image according to claim 4 , wherein said current appearance
preferred embodiments thereof. All such changes, modifi model comprises a Linear combination of Discrete Gauss
cations,variations and other uses and applications, which do 20 ians (LCDG) model and an EM-based model for linear
not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention , are combination of Gaussian approximation .
deemed to be covered by the invention , which is to be
6. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
limited only by the claims which follow .
image according to claim 5 , wherein said generating current
The invention claimed is :

1. A method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image , the method comprising:
receiving a magnetic resonance angiography (MRA )
image associated with cerebrovascular tissue com
prising blood vessels and brain tissues other than blood
vessels ;
segmenting the MRA image using a prior appearance
model for generating first prior appearance features
representing a first - order prior appearance model and
second appearance features representing a second - order prior appearance model of the cerebrovascular
tissue , wherein the current appearance model com
prises a 3D Markov -Gibbs Random Field ( MGRF )
having a 2D rotational and translational symmetry such
that the MGRF model is 2D rotation and translation
invariant;
segmenting the MRA image using a current appearance
model for generating current appearance features dis
tinguishing the blood vessels from the other brain
tissues;
adjusting the MRA image using the first and second prior
appearance features and the current appearance futures;
and
generating an enhanced MRA image based on said adjust
ment.
2. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 1 , wherein said prior appearance
model uses interaction parameters analytically estimated
from a set of MRA training data .
3. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 2 , wherein the first prior appear
ance features representing a first - order prior appearance
model and the second appearance features representing a
second - order prior appearance model are respectively pro
vided
by energies of the training data according to the
following equations :

25

appearance features comprises estimating first Gibbs prob

ability densities of voxels to be blood vessels (P (q Vessels ))
and estimating second Gibbs probability densities of voxels
to be brain tissues other than blood vessels ( P (q Brain ))
according to the following equations respectively and mak

30 ing probabilistic decisions based on said first and second
calculated Gibbs probability densities:
Cn

35

P ( q | Brain )

a

45

50

Where a =

=1

Itazwp, r?(9 | 0p, r) -

P ( qVessels )
40

wp, ry ( 9 | 0p , r) - wn,14 (q | 0n,1)

1-a

wp ,

wn, (q | 0,1)
x= 1

1 + wp , 2

?wp, r

and wherein Cp, Cm , Wp, Wn , Op, 0 , denotes parameters of
the LCDG .

7. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 6 , further comprising applying
bias correction and skull stripping to the MRA image prior
to the segmentations.
8. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 7 , wherein the adjusting of the
MRA image comprises analysing the MRA image using a

3D connectivity analysis based on the first and second prior

55 appearance features and the current appearance futures.

9. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 8 , wherein the adjusting the MRA
image is conducted using a Random Forest model .
10. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical

60 image according to claim 1 , wherein the blood vessels
comprise small and large blood vessels .
11. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical

image according to claim 1 , wherein said MRA image of a

cerebrovascular tissue is related to a mammalian .

0-1

Eo( z) = Fo,vasc ( q, 2)[Fo,vase(9;2) – 1]
q= 0

65

12. The method of processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 11 , wherein said mammalian is a
human .
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13. The system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
wherein :
image according to claim 1 , further comprising a display for
E .: variance of a co -occurrence distribution representing
the first order prior appearance model;
displaying the enhanced MRA image to a user.
Ex
: variance of a co - occurrence distribution representing
14. A system for processing a cerebrovascular medical 5
the second order prior appearance model ;
image , the system comprising:
Fo , vasc : marginal empirical distributions of gray levels;
a data input interface for receiving a magnetic resonance
Fyvasc: gray level co - occurrences.
angiography (MRA ) image associated with a cerebro
17.
system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
vascular tissue comprising blood vessels and brain image The
according
to claim 16 , wherein said prior appearance
tissues other than blood vessels ;
10 model excludes alignment of the training data .
at least one processor for processing the received MRA
18. The system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
image , the MRA image processing comprising:
image according to claim 17 , wherein said current appear
segmenting the MRA image using a prior appearance ance model comprises a Linear combination of Discrete
model for generating first prior appearance features Gaussians ( LCDG) model and an EM - based model for linear
representing a first - order prior appearance model and combination of Gaussian approximation .
second appearance features representing a second- 15 19. The system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
order prior appearance model of the cerebrovascular image according to claim 18 , wherein said generating cur
tissue , wherein the current appearance model com
rent appearance features comprises estimating first Gibbs
prises a 3D Markov - Gibbs Random Field ( MGRF ) probability densities of voxels to be blood vessels (P (q
having a 2D rotational and translational symmetry Vessels ) and estimating second Gibbs probability densities
such that the MGRF model is 2D rotation and 20 of voxels to be brain tissues other than blood vessels (P (q
Brain )) according to the following equations respectively
translation invariant;
segmenting the MRA image using a current appearance and making probabilistic decisions based on said first and
model for generating current appearance features second calculated Gibbs probability densities:
distinguishing the blood vessels from the other brain

tissues;

25

adjusting the MRA image using the first and second
prior appearance features and the current appearance

Plq | Brain ) = -a wp , ry ( q | 0p , r) -

generating an enhanced MRA image based on said
adjustment.
15. The system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 14 , wherein said prior appearance
model uses interaction parameters analytically estimated
from a set of MRA training data .
16. The system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 15 , wherein the first prior appear
ance features representing a first - order prior appearance
model and the second appearance features representing a

Wn,1V (9 | 0n,1)

=1

futures, and

30

P ( qVessels ) =
Where a =

- Oy

wp , ry ( q | 0p , r ) - Wn, 14 (q | 0nt)
I= 1

wp, 1 + wp, 2

wp,r
7
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and wherein Cp, Cn . Wp, Wn , 0 , 0 , denotes the parameters
of the LCDG .
20.
system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
second - order prior appearance model are respectively pro image The
according
claim 19 , wherein the MRA image
vided by energies of the training data according to the 40 processing further tocomprising
applying bias correction and
following equations:
skull stripping to the MRA image prior to the segmentations.
21. The system for processing a cerebrovascular medical
image according to claim 20 , wherein the adjusting of the
45 MRA image comprises analysing the MRA image using a
Eo( z) = q{=0 Fo,vase(9,z ) [Fo, vase ( g; 2) – 1]
3D connectivity analysis based on the first and second prior
appearance
features and the current appearance futures .
Q - 10-1
22.
The
system
for processing a cerebrovascular medical
E , ( 2) = {q=0 q' =0 Fv,vasc(q,q' ; z )[Fy,vasc( 9, d' ; 2) – 1]
image according to claim 21 , wherein the adjusting the
50 MRA image is conducted using a Random Forest model.
0-1

